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Competition Rules and Regulations 
1. Practice fishing not allowed 24 hours before fishing derby 
2. NO Fishing allowed before 12:00PM. Fish landed after 3:00 PM cannot be registered. 
3. Contestants who have purchased an advance hole will be allowed on the ice to drill their holes at 
8:30AM and leave their pail etc. by the holes.  Walk-on holes will be allowed on ice at 10:00AM.  
4. At all times before, during, and after derby, you are responsible for your own safety and actions.  
Anyone displaying aggressive behavior of any kind will be asked to immediately leave the ice surface. 
5. All prizes are determined by heaviest weight and time registered. In the event of a tie the first fish 
registered wins. 
6. You may register as many fish as you catch. Each fish qualifies you for a competitive prize with 
the exception of First Place. Contestants entering more than one fish will only be eligible for First 
Prize or Second Prize.  Contestant’s second largest catch would be eligible for the remaining 28 
Main Prizes but not second place prize. A single competitor cannot win both First AND Second Prize. 
7. Anglers may fish any unoccupied hole. 
8. This is a catch and release derby. All contestants must have a pail (preferably 5 gal.) for transporting 
fish IN WATER to the weigh-in station. Tickets must be visible on person when bringing fish to the 
weigh station. Damaged Fish will not be eligible for weigh-in. 
9. Anyone fishing without an entry ticket will be removed from the fishing area. No saving holes. 
10. Holes may be drilled by any contestant OR by our organization. Contestants must have both 
their holes within 15feet of each other.  Contestant Holes must remain a respectable distance from 
other contestants.  Shelters & Electronics ARE allowed. All enclosures are subject to patrol.   
12. A total of 800 entry tickets available for sale.  All Prizes awarded and draws made on the ice at 
Saskin Beach, Northshore of Fishing Lake.   Any Prizes not claimed after one year will be donated to a 
charity that the SLGA recognizes. 
13. First Prize and Second Prize will not be eligible prizes until 200 entries have been sold.  Under 
200 Entries sold: Largest Fish allocated based on 60% of entry revenues. Second Largest Fish 
allocated based on 20% of entry revenues.  20% of entry revenue will be retained by the 
organization.  After 200 entry tickets have been sold: First Prize will be a choice of Kubota Sidekick 
850 RTV OR $10000 cheque made to winning participant. Second Prize will be a choice of $3500 
Travel Voucher OR $3000 cheque made to winning participant.  
14. All questions relating to the rules are to be referred to the derby committee. Their decision will be 
final in all cases.  
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Lottery Rules and Regulations 
 
 1.  You may register as many fish as you catch. Each fish qualifies you for a competitive prize with the 
exception of First Place. Contestants entering more than one fish will only be eligible for First Prize or 
Second Prize.  Contestant’s second largest catch would be eligible for the remaining 28 Main Prizes 
but not second place prize. A single competitor cannot win both First AND Second Prize. 
 
2.  A total of 800 entry tickets available for sale(500x$125for2 & 300x$75for1).  All tickets purchased 
before and including February 9th 2020 will be entered into the chance for an 10” Auger valued at 
$532.79, drawn at randon on February 13th 2020.   
 
3.  All Prizes awarded and draws made on the ice at Saskin Beach, Northshore of Fishing Lake.  The 
fishing tournament will proceed regardless of weather and in the event that 0-29 fish are caught all 
prizes or subsequent remaining prizes will be drawn on that day at that location in the order that they 
appear on advertising and tickets.  Once a ticket stub has been drawn it will be placed back in for 
subsequent draws.  Any Prizes not claimed after one year will be donated to a charity that the SLGA 
recognizes. 
 
4.  Any and all members, as well as, family members of those belonging to Northshore Revitalization 
Efforts are eligible to purchase and take part in all aspects of the tournament including all draws.   
 
5.  All questions relating to the rules are to be referred to the derby committee. Their decision will be 
final in all cases.  
 


